Best Practices to Improve Student Learning

“Any conversation about effective teaching must begin with a consideration of how students learn.”

Come join a dynamic learning community by participating in this specially designed seminar series for junior faculty (though all are invited to come). We’ll share strategies and best practices for improving student learning. Great conversations and handouts provided.

---

Feb. 12 (Wed)  The Teaching Philosophy Statement for Promotion & Tenure
Feb. 19 (Wed)  Effective Team Projects and Student Teams: What, How and Why
Feb. 26 (Wed)  “Art of the Lecture Series” – Engaging Students through Active Learning *
Mar. 4 (Wed)  Cheating: An Inappropriate Student Response to an Ineffective Learning Environment
Mar. 5 (Thurs)  Campus Annual Faculty Retreat
8:00 – 2:00
Illini Union
“Harnessing the Science of Emotion to Spark Learning”
Mar. 11 (Wed)  “Art of the Lecture Series” – Leveraging Multimedia Instruction *

* Each semester, we identify special topics or issues that are especially relevant in transforming traditional lectures to a more dynamic lecture method of teaching.

---

ALL EVENTS FROM 11:30 – 1:00 PM IN ROOM 428/ARMORY BUILDING (unless noted otherwise)

QUESTIONS? EMAIL: CBOLINN@ILLINOIS.EDU  TO REGISTER: GO.ILLINOIS.EDU/CITLCALENDAR